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Purpose: Most evidence suggests that impotence after prostate radiation therapy has a vascular etiology. The
corpus cavernosum (CC) and the internal pudendal artery (IPA) are the critical vascular structures related to
erectile function. This study suggests that it is feasible to markedly decrease radiation dose to the CC and the IPA
and directly determine the impact of dose limitation on potency.
Methods and Materials: Twenty-five patients (10 external beam, 15 brachytherapy) underwent MRI/CT-based
treatment planning for prostate cancer. In addition, 10 patients entered on the vessel-sparing protocol underwent
a time-of-flight MRI angiography sequence to define the IPA. The distance from the MRI-defined prostate apex
to the penile bulb (PB), CC, and IPA was measured and compared to the distance from the CT-defined apex.
Doses (D5 and D50) to the PB, CC, and IPA were determined for an 80 Gy external beam course. In 5 patients,
CT plans were generated and compared to MRI-based plans.
Results: The combination of coronal, sagittal, and axial MRI data sets allowed superior definition of the prostate
apex and its relationship to critical vascular structures. The apex to PB distance averaged 1.45 cm (0.36 standard
deviation) with a range of 0.7 cm to 2.1 cm. Peak dose (D5) to the proximal CC in the MRI-planned 80 Gy course
was 26 (9) Gy (0.36 of CT-planned dose), and peak dose to the IPA was 39 (13) Gy (0.61 of CT-planned dose).
Conclusion: The distance between the prostate apex and critical vascular structures is highly variable. Current
empiric rules for CT contouring (apex 1.5 cm above PB) overestimate or underestimate the distance between the
prostate apex and critical vascular structures. When defined by MRI T2 and MRI angiogram with CT registration,
limitation of dose to critical erectile structures is possible, with a more significant gain than has been previously
reported using dose limitation by commonly applied intensity modulated radiation therapy studies based on CT
imaging. These techniques make “vessel-sparing” prostate radiotherapy feasible. © 2005 Elsevier Inc.
Prostate radiotherapy, Potency preservation, MRI treatment planning.
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INTRODUCTION

mpotence after radiation therapy for prostate cancer re-
ains a major problem. Studies of sexual function after

adiation therapy can be divided into three types: incidence
tudies (rate of impotence posttherapy) (1–34), correlative
tudies (correlation of impotence with dose to critical erec-
ile structures) (35–42), and mechanism studies (measure-
ent of nerve and vascular integrity after radiation therapy)

43–45). Incidence studies suggest a wide range in erectile
ysfunction after radiation therapy, from 20% to 90% de-
ending on radiation technique, the instrument used to mea-
ure erectile dysfunction, and the length of follow-up. Di-
ect and indirect evidence from these studies supports a
ascular mechanism for impotence postradiotherapy. Vas-
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20
ular etiologies remain the most common cause of impo-
ence in the nonradiation literature as well (46, 47).

To decrease the incidence of impotence due to radiation
herapy, it would be logical to decrease dose to the key
tructures involved in erection. The critical vascular erectile
tructures are the corpus cavernosum (CC) and the internal
udendal artery (IPA). These structures are definable by
RI and MRI angiography, respectively. They are separa-

le from the prostate, especially for the MRI-defined pros-
ate structure. This study reports a technique employing

RI T2, MRI angio, and CT registration, which allow dose
imitation to these critical vascular structures.

Previous attempts to limit dose to critical vascular struc-
ures have employed two strategies. First, empiric rules
egarding key anatomic relationships (prostate apex to pe-
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ile bulb [PB] distance or prostate apex to urethrogram apex
istance) have been employed to limit prostate volume
verestimation on CT. Overestimation of the apex decreases
he distance between the prostate and CC/IPA. There is a
wofold hazard to application of such rules. Average dis-
ances between anatomic structures may underestimate the
istance in an individual patient with profound separation of
hese structures, leading to increased radiation exposure to
C/IPA. A greater hazard is for patients with a separation

ess than the empiric rule suggests, leading to a marginal
iss of the target. In this study, we encountered a wide

ariation in separation, which suggests that such rules are
azardous to apply.
The second strategy to limit dose is intensity-modulated

adiation therapy (IMRT). Although IMRT provides a tre-
endous advantage at a target and normal tissue interface

uch as prostate and CC/IPA, the available study (48) em-
loyed CT-based planning and empiric contouring rules.
lthough there is clear superiority of IMRT over the three-
imensional (3D) planning demonstrated in the study, in
ractice the sparing depends as much on imaging as treat-
ent planning. In the present study, the dose limitation to

he CC matched or exceeded the dose limitation accom-
lished by IMRT.
Improvement in erectile function after radiotherapy ulti-
ately depends on a more complete understanding by ra-

iation oncologists of the erectile apparatus and nonradia-
ion impotence literature. Although the most common
auses for impotence in the nonradiation literature are nar-
owing of the IPA and the iliac system, no dose correlation
tudies of impotence and dose to the IPA after radiation
herapy have been completed, in contrast to studies of other
essels (49–63). This is because of the lack of visualization
f this vessel on CT and the necessity for angiography to
ully define its course. Although the CC, the actual erectile
tructure, is visualized on CT and MRI, dose or correlative
tudies are lacking, with the exception of the recent series
y Mulhall et al. (40) and Merrick et al. (42). It is important
o note that the CC and IPA are inferior and lateral to the
rostate and PB. Dose limitation to these structures could be
ccomplished more easily than dose limitation to the PB.

Although there is strong evidence for a vascular etiology
or impotence, the exact mechanism of impotence post-
herapy remains unknown and may be due to a complex
nteraction of vascular and neural factors. Practically, how-
ver, dose limitation to the neurovascular bundle is not a
ealistic strategy, given its proximity to the peripheral zone.
his study suggests that it is feasible to markedly decrease
ose to critical vascular structures and directly determine
he impact of dose limitation on potency. In the present
tudy, we employed coronal, sagittal, and axial MRI T2
elvic sequences to define the prostate and CC. In addition,
n MRI angiogram sequence (noncontrast) was performed
o define the IPA. These MRI data sets were registered to
he CT data set used for treatment planning. Registration of
hese multiple data sets can be efficiently accomplished

hrough mutual information technology, an automated reg- b
stration program (64). Once the structures are defined,
rectile vessel–sparing radiotherapy is possible. A study is
n progress to determine its efficacy.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

adiographic studies
Twenty-five patients diagnosed with prostate cancer (10 exter-

al beam, 15 brachytherapy) were entered on two institutional
eview board–approved treatment protocols incorporating MRI T2
equencing. MRI T2 sequences (axial, coronal, and sagittal) were
btained with a pelvic coil using 3-mm slice thickness and no gap.
he 10 patients entered on the vessel-sparing protocol underwent

reatment planning CT with 3-mm slice thickness. In addition, a
oncontrast MRI angiogram was obtained to define the IPA. The
roximal CC was clearly defined on axial and coronal T2 MRI.
ritical to this study was accurate and efficient registration of
arious data sets. Mutual information software was employed for
ll registrations.

utual information
After specification of initial starting points in like structures, the
utual information program proceeded automatically until there
as maximization of mutual information. All information con-

ained in the data sets, or regions of interest cropped from the data
ets using intensity information only (as opposed to anatomic
urfaces or contours), was used for the registration. The sagittal
nd coronal MRI data sets were registered to the axial MRI data set
sing full scan information. In general, the registration of MRI
ata sets was extremely accurate as a result of like data sets and
ike patient positions. The quality of the registration was assessed
y visual inspection of bony anatomy and prostate contour agree-
ent at midgland.
After registration of the MRI T2 sequences, the MRI T2 axial

ata set was registered by mutual information with the CT data set
sing a cropped region of interest. Registration quality was as-
essed by the same parameters used for MRI registration quality.
ecause prostate motion may change the position of the prostate

elative to bony anatomy, and the principal concern of the study is
omparison of prostate contours, cropping of the axial MRI data
et to the prostate and periprostatic soft tissues for use in the
RI/CT registration was necessary in patients with a disparity

etween relative positions of the bony pelvis and prostate. This
llows extremely accurate prostate registration at the expense of
ossible misalignment of the bony pelvis. The axial MRI/CT
egistration matrix was used to register the mutually registered

RI data sets to the CT data set. The CT-derived surfaces could
hen be displayed on all MRI sequences, and the distance from the
T apex to the MRI-defined apices could be measured to allow the
omparison of CT- vs. MRI-defined apex levels.

Finally, the MRI angiogram sequence was also registered by
utual information to the axial MRI T2 and subsequently moved

o the CT alignment using the transformation generated in the axial
RI–CT registration process. Accuracy of the registration was

ssessed by visual comparison to the IPA on MRI, as well as by
ony anatomy agreement.

rostate contour comparison
The prostate was contoured on all MRI scans. The contours

ere entered on individual data sets (axial, sagittal, and coronal)

efore registration. Uncertainty (prostate vs. nonprostate) on each
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ata set was resolved in favor of the prostate to avoid underesti-
ation. Regions of uncertainty varied by data set. The axial data

et had minimal uncertainty at the midgland and greater uncer-
ainty at the apex and base. The sagittal scan was advantageous in
efining the base and seminal vesicle interface, with uncertainty in
he lateral midgland and apex, although in half the patients the
pex was clearly defined on sagittal. The coronal scan was advan-
ageous at the apex, because of the clear demarcation of the
rostate and genitourinary (GU) diaphragm, with uncertainty in
efining the base and seminal vesicle interface.
After registration of the 3 MRI data sets, it was possible to

ompare the definitions of the prostate volume. The contours from
ach data set could be overlaid on all data sets. In this study, great
ttention was given to the prostate apex, because it is the structure
losest to the erectile structures. The relative location of the apex
s defined by axial, sagittal, and coronal MRI was compared by
easuring the apex level from contours projected on the coronal

ata set. This avoided the inaccuracy of comparing apex levels on
xial data sets, where differences would be a function of slice
hickness (3-, 6-, or 9-mm difference) rather than the continuous
easurement possible on coronal projections.

nternal pudendal artery
For IPA definition, a time-of-flight echo sequence was em-

loyed. In this sequence, an excitation pulse followed by a rephas-
ng pulse was applied to each slice. Stationary nuclei receive both
ulses and produce a signal, whereas flowing nuclei may exit the
lice before the rephasing pulse is applied. An axial data set was
enerated that defined the iliac vessels. The study required 6 to 8
inutes to complete, on average.
Review of the MRI angiogram revealed considerable variation

n the IPA. In 6 of 10 patients, the course of the vessel was clearly
efined to its termination in the CC. In 4 of 10 patients, the
ngio-defined vessel terminated 1 to 2 cm before the CC. (This
ncomplete definition may be a function of erection physiology.
rections result from arterial dilation of the IPA with rapid filling
f the CC. The normal state of the vessel is vasoconstriction, and
ariation in degree of vasoconstriction may account for lack of
lling of the distal IPA, along with variation in vessel diameter and
cclusive disease.) In the group with poor definition of the distal
PA, the distal segment was defined by coronal MRI. The IPA is
isible within the pudendal canal and was contiguous with the
ngio-defined proximal IPA.

pex to penile bulb distance (genitourinary
iaphragm thickness)
The distance from the prostate apex to the PB was measured

ith coronal MRI in 25 patients. Effectively this measured also the
ariation in GU diaphragm thickness. In addition, the distance
rom the prostate apex to the CC and IPA was measured on coronal

RI in the 10 patients entered on the vessel-sparing protocol. The
istance from the CT-defined apex and the CC and IPA was
easured to allow comparison of the separation of prostate and

ritical erectile tissues by CT relative to MRI.

osimetry
A composite prostate volume was generated using the axial,

agittal, and coronal MRI data sets. Treatment plans used a 1.0-cm
nd 0.5-cm expansion. This expanded volume was covered with
he 95% isodose line. Forward planning with limited segments

fewer than 6 segments total per patient, e.g., 3 fields with 2 a
egments per field) was employed to attempt to limit dose to the
C and IPA. Dose–volume histograms (DVHs) were generated,
nd the D50 (dose to 50% of the volume) and D5 (dose to 5% of
he volume) were determined. The D50 and D5 were expressed as
he percentage of prescription dose delivered (e.g., 23% � 0.23
imes the prescription dose). Dose in Gy from a full treatment
ourse (80 Gy: 50 Gy to a 1.0-cm expansion and 30 Gy to a 0.5-cm
xpansion) was determined for 10 patients. For comparison to
tandard CT-based treatment, a plan was generated in 5 patients
ased on the CT-defined prostate (expanded 1.0 cm and 0.5 cm)
nd covered with the 95% isodose line (IDL). The ratio of the dose
rom the MRI plan vs. the CT plan was calculated to define the
dvantage of MRI-based planning.

For comparison to the available literature, D50 and D5 doses for
he PB and CC were calculated and expressed as dose in Gy
esulting from an 81 Gy course to a 1.0-cm prostate expansion. In
ddition, the PB D70 (dose to 70% volume relative to prescription
ose) was calculated for an 80 Gy course.

RESULTS

mproved prostate volume definition by coronal MRI
On axial and sagittal MRI T2 scans, there is ambiguity in

efining the inferior extent of the prostate apex. In contrast,
he apex was sharply demarcated from the GU diaphragm
n coronal MRI (Fig. 1a) and consistently above the apex
evel defined on axial and sagittal MRI. The apex level on
xial MRI was, on average, 0.51 cm (0.18 standard devia-
ion [SD]) inferior to the apex by coronal MRI. The apex
evel on sagittal MRI was on average 0.36 cm (0.15 SD)
nferior to the apex by coronal MRI. The apex defined on
T (5 patients) was on average 1.2 cm (0.20 SD) inferior to

he apex on coronal MRI.
The impact of this difference in apex level is demon-

trated in Fig. 1b. The CT volume is projected on the
oronal MRI. If the prostate is expanded 1.0 cm and cov-
red, it is clear that minimal sparing of the critical vascular
tructures is possible.

ariation in distance from prostate apex to penile bulb
GU diaphragm thickness)

The average distance from the prostate apex to the PB
as measured using coronal MRI. The measurement was

aken at the level of the urethra coursing through the GU
iaphragm. The distance reflects the thickness of the GU
iaphragm. The average distance was 1.45 cm (0.36 SD),
ith a range from 0.7 cm to 2.1 cm. We observed an inverse

elationship between penile bulb length on coronal view and
istance to the prostate apex. In general, an extremely large
enile bulb predicted a decreased distance to the prostate
pex. Because of study size limitation, this relationship
ould not be definitively established, and this observation
equires further investigation.

efinition of corpus cavernosum, internal pudendal
rtery, and penile bulb
The CC and PB can be clearly seen on T2 MRI. The MRI

as superior to CT in clearly defining the crura/proximal CC

nd PB, although these structures can be visualized on CT.
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A noncontrast time-of-flight scan provided clear defini-
ion of the IPA in most patients (See Fig. 2). The IPA
ollows a course posterior and lateral to the prostate with a
ariable angle turn at the inferior prostate, then courses
nferior to the prostate before entering the GU diaphragm.
he most distal IPA was defined in 4 of 10 patients with the
oronal MRI, because of limited visualization on the MRI
ngio. The vessel is visible within the pudendal canal,
ontiguous with the angio-defined vessel. With multiple
egistrations, it became possible to define the entire course
f the IPA by axial T2 MRI in the majority of patients. In
ubsequent patients, definition of the vessel before MRI
ngio registration correlated with the angio-defined vessel.
t may ultimately prove possible to define the vessel by axial
2 MRI alone (data not shown).
The distance between the erectile tissues and prostate

pex depends on the method of prostate apex definition.
hen the apex is defined by coronal MRI, the distance

etween the apex and critical vascular structures is greater
han the distance for the CT-defined apex. The average
istance from the MRI-defined coronal apex to the crura/
roximal CC was 2.8 cm (0.36 SD); the average distance
rom the CT-defined apex to the crura/proximal CC was 1.5
m (0.43 SD). The average distance from the MRI-defined
oronal apex to the IPA was 2.2 cm (0.25 SD); the average
istance from the CT-defined apex to the IPA was 0.92 cm
0.22 SD). The distance between the prostate and IPA may
n part be a function of prostate size. Although the sample

Fig. 1. Comparison of magnetic resonance imaging (MR
MRI showing the clear apex/GU diaphragm level. (b) C
marked difference in apex definition.
ize prevents a definite conclusion about this relationship, in t
his limited series, the smallest separation was noted in
atients with enlarged prostates.
The relationship of the IPA, proximal CC, and prostate is

epicted in Fig. 3 by lateral and anterior beam’s-eye–view
or 2 patients. In Patient A, the separation of prostate and
rectile tissues is less than for patient B, reflected on coronal
RI and ortho beam’s-eye–view (1.0-cm prostate expan-

ion). The resultant DVHs for CC and IPA for a 1.0-cm
xpansion are presented for comparison.

RI-based dosimetry
Patients underwent 3D treatment planning using MRI-

efined volumes with nonaxial, multiple-segment fields to
xplore the possibility of sparing the erectile tissues. Plans
ere generated for a 1.0-cm and 0.5-cm prostate expansion
ith 95% isodose line (IDL) covering the expansion. The
50 and D5 for the CC and IPA for the 10 patients in the
essel-sparing protocol are presented in Table 1. Penile bulb
50 and D5 (peak dose or highest dose region on DVH)

esults are included for comparison with available literature.
The peak dose (represented by D5) to the CC was

9(16)% of the prescription dose for a 1.0-cm prostate
xpansion (range, 23–60) and 23.0(8)% of prescription dose
or a 0.5-cm expansion (range, 13–31). The peak dose to the
PA was 55(17)% of prescription dose for a 1.0-cm prostate
xpansion (range, 12–69) and 38(17)% of prescription dose
or a 0.5-cm expansion (range, 6.5–67). The peak dose to

computed tomography (CT)-defined apex. (a) Coronal
tate structure projected on coronal MRI to demonstrate
I)- and
T pros
he PB was 62(18)% of the prescription dose for a 1.0-cm
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rostate expansion (range, 33–84) and 40.0(24)% of pre-
cription dose for a 0.5-cm expansion (range, 13–80).

The actual peak dose in Gy was calculated for an 80 Gy
reatment course (50 Gy to a 1.0-cm expansion and 30 Gy
o a 0.5-cm expansion). The resultant dose to the CC and
PA is presented in Table 1. The same calculation was
erformed based on CT volumes and compared to MRI.
ose was limited to the proximal CC (0.36 MRI relative to
T dose) more than the IPA (0.61 MRI to CT dose),
ecause of the marked variation in the course of the IPA.
he high-dose region of the IPA varied. In most patients,

he distal IPA received the greatest dose. In others, the
igh-dose region of the IPA was the segment coursing
nferior and posterior to the prostate. In a third group, the
igh-dose region was the proximal IPA, because of its
roximity to the lateral superior prostate.
Representative dose–volume histograms are presented in

ig. 4. The difference between CT- and MRI-based plans
Fig. 4a), and the difference between initial (1.0-cm expan-
ion) and reduced-field (0.5-cm expansion) plans (Fig. 4b),
re presented. The reduced-field dose to erectile tissues is
ypically two-thirds the initial plan dose, demonstrating that
inimal changes in planning volume have relatively pro-

ound impact on dose to erectile tissues.
For comparison with available literature (48), D5s to the

C and PB for an 81 Gy course with a 1.0-cm target
xpansion are presented in Table 2. Results are compared to
eported values for conventional IMRT (SS6X) and tomo-
herapy (Tomo6X) using CT-defined structures. D70 was
.7(4.7) Gy for an 80 Gy course, compared to the reported
otency preservation dose of 40 Gy (36, 37).

DISCUSSION

Early diagnosis through prostate-specific antigen screen-

Fig. 2. Internal pudendal artery definition. (a) Angiogra
indicated. (c) Angiogram registered on computed tomog
ng and improvements in radiation therapy techniques has
esulted in very high cure rates for the majority of patients
iagnosed with prostate cancer. As cure rates have risen, the
ocus of attention has turned to quality of life after treat-
ent. One major quality-of-life concern is preservation of

exual function (1–42). In the past few years, increasing
vidence points to a vascular mechanism for radiation-
nduced impotence (32–42). The critical vascular structures,
he CC and IPA, are often more than 1.5 to 2.0 cm from the
rostate. Vessel-sparing prostate radiotherapy is becoming
ore feasible as imaging studies improve the definition of

ritical erectile tissues.
Limiting dose to erectile tissues has depended on two

trategies: improved prostate apex definition and improved
reatment planning and delivery. Strategies to improve apex
efinition include MRI imaging (consistently proven supe-
ior to CT) (64–69), apex fiducial markers (70), and rules
elating the prostate apex position to well-defined structures
71, 72). For example, the reported average distance from
he urethrogram apex to the prostate apex is 1.0 cm (71, 72),
nd the reported average distance from the PB to the pros-
ate apex is 1.5 cm (72). The pitfall of applying such a rule
s apparent in the current study. Although our observed
verage distance from prostate apex to PB was 1.45 cm, the
ange was 0.7 cm to 2.1 cm. If the prostate apex had been
efined by the 1.5-cm rule, the prostate would have been
nderestimated in one-half of our patients, leading to mar-
inal miss. The prostate would also have been overesti-
ated in one-half of our patients, limiting the degree of

rectile tissue sparing possible in a group with the greatest
otential for sparing. Our data suggest that empiric rules
ased on average distances must be abandoned in view of
he profound anatomic variation. Furthermore, the coronal
iew is on average superior to the axial and sagittal views in
roviding an unambiguous definition of the apex/GU dia-
hragm interface.

e. (b) Axial angiogram with internal pudendal arteries
m imag
The superiority of the coronal apex view must be re-



Fig. 3. Variation in separation between prostate and erectile tissues. Coronal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
orthogonal beam’s-eye–views (1.0-cm prostate expansion), and dose volume histogram (DVH) for (green) corpus
cavernosum (CC), (red) internal pundental artery (IPA), and (white) penile bulb (PB). (a–d) Patient A: (a) coronal MRI;
(b, c) orthogonal views with 1.0-cm target expansion; and (d) DVH. (e–h) Patient B: (e) coronal MRI; (f, g) orthogonal

views with 1.0-cm target expansion, and (h) DVH.
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iewed in the context of earlier work comparing MRI and
T prostate contours. In general, MRI contours are more

eproducible, with less intraobserver and interobserver vari-
tion in studies comparing axial CT to axial MRI (66–69).
e previously noted a difference in prostate contours be-

ween T2 and other MRI sequences (73). The addition of a
agittal view improved the apex definition relative to the
xial MRI in one series (74), but coronal views were not
ncluded in the study. We concurred that there was an
dvantage to the sagittal view compared to the axial MRI,
ut an additional advantage of coronal MRI over both axial
nd sagittal was noted. The advantage of a specific MRI
equence, or MRI view, is due to clarity of margin defini-
ion. On sagittal view, the pelvic musculature and genito-
rinary diaphragm supporting the prostate, as well as the
rostate surface itself, is sloping inferior in the plane of the
agittal view. Thus the critical muscle and prostate interface
s obscured, because of averaging of a rapidly changing

Table 1. Summary of prescription dose to CC, IPA, and PB:D5
Gy course, and ra

D50

(1.0 cm)%PD (0.5 cm)%PD (1.0 cm)%P

C 15.0 (6) 10.0 (4) 39.0 (16)
PA 35.0 (14) 23.0 (11) 55.0 (17)
B 19.0 (12) 14.0 (7) 62.0 (18)

Abbreviations: CC � corpus cavernosum; IPA � internal pude

Fig. 4. Comparison dose–volume histogram of corpus cav
resonance imaging (MRI) vs. computed tomography (C

volume.
nterface. The coronal view is at a right angle to the sloping
elvic muscles and genitourinary diaphragm, and the inter-
ace is less ambiguous on average. The authors do not
ntend to set out another set of rules comparable to the
enile bulb or apex rule, such as “the coronal view is always
uperior to the axial and sagittal.” We currently register
xial, coronal, and sagittal in all patients and attempt to use
he best information from each view.

The concept of best information is the critical limiting
actor in further improvement of target definition beyond
ptimizing the MRI sequence and MRI view. If contouring
n each view is limited to clearly defined margins, this
onstitutes the best information from that view, and the
reatest advantage is derived. If one contours and includes
est information with best guess (contours of ambiguous
argins), the advantage is decreased. In general, the coronal

iew clarifies the apex, and the sagittal view clarifies the
ase, but the full advantage of multiple views is realized

50 dose for 1.0-cm and 0.5-cm expansion, D5 in Gy for an 80
MRI to CT dose

D5
(1.0/0.5 cm) (80 Gy) MRI:CT(0.5 cm)%PD

23.0 (8) 0.5926 (9)Gy 0.36
38.0 (17) 0.6939 (13)Gy 0.61
40.0 (24) 0.6443 (16)Gy 0.66

rtery; PB � penile bulb; PD � prescription dose.

m (CC) and internal pudental artery (IPA). (a) Magnetic
MRI 1.0-cm expansion vs. 0.5-cm expansion of target
and D
tio of

D5

D

ernosu
T). (b)
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hen the best information from each view is defined and
mployed in target definition. This concept explains the
rofound discrepancy of CT vs. MRI apex definition noted
n the study. The 1.2-cm difference between CT and coronal

RI might have been decreased if CT contouring was
etter, but CT contouring at the apex is determined by a
ombination of best guess and fear of underestimation of the
arget. With experience of multiple MRI and CT registra-
ions, CT contouring may improve, lessening the discrep-
ncy between CT and MRI contours (see below). The CT
ontours in the current study were influenced by registration
xperience and may be underestimated in the current study
elative to the findings of other investigators, despite the
arge difference noted between MRI and CT apex levels.

A related argument against MRI-based planning is that
rostate overestimation by CT contouring has positive value
nd provides a level of security that the actual prostate is
ell covered. In this view, overestimation provides addi-

ional biologic margin and compensation for setup error.
RI planning could therefore be considered a risky ap-

roach. The common contouring error implied in the study
s overestimation of the inferior extent of the prostate,
ecreasing the possibility of dose limitation to erectile vas-
ular structures. However, if the apex of the prostate is
efined by the 1.5-cm rule, prostate volume is underesti-
ated relative to that defined by MRI. Thus, MRI planning
ay either decrease or increase the prostate volume relative

o CT. The study solves the problem posed by overestima-
ion based on CT contouring alone and the greater danger of
nderestimation based on the 1.5-cm penile bulb rule. For
ome patients, the dose to erectile tissues would actually
ncrease compared to dose delivered if the 1.5-cm rule were
mployed. The study therefore provides the security of
mproved target definition. Full exploitation of this target
efinition requires daily targeting by fiducial markers.
Although the coronal view clarifies the apex position,

orrelations of axial and coronal MRI have improved our
nterpretation of the axial view. At the apex, the light
eripheral zone and the light GU diaphragm blend to ob-
cure this margin on axial view. However, the levator ani
uscle is well defined, and the change from a concave

hape (supporting the prostate) to convex hourglass shape

Table 2. Comparison of current study to Sethi et al. (48) IMRT
study: Dose to 5% target volume in an 81 Gy course to a 1.0-

cm target expansion for MRI-based plans (current), SS6X
IMRT, and Tomo6X IMRT

D5 (81 Gy)

CC PB

urrent 32.4 (12.9) 50.2 (14.8)
S6X (48) 49 (5.3) 48 (8.9)
omo6X (48) 41 (4.6) 40.0 (4.5)

Abbreviations: CC � corpus cavernosum; IMRT � intensity-
odulated radiation therapy; PB � penile bulb.
orrelates with the apex as defined by coronal view (Fig. 5). I
lthough this change in shape of the levator ani is not
niversal, it is present in the majority of patients. Recogni-
ion of the hourglass shape on axial MRI may allow accu-
ate apex definition without the coronal view (study in
rogress) and coronal registration. Furthermore, with high-
r-resolution CT, this same hourglass shape defining the
pper GU diaphragm is identifiable in approximately half of
elvic CT scans, and recognition improves CT contouring
s well. Because apex definition is as critical a strategy to
essel sparing as vessel definition, improving apex defini-
ion alone will result in vessel sparing in those with a natural
eparation between prostate and IPA.

The second strategy to spare erectile tissues uses IMRT.
he prostate and erectile tissue interface fulfills the criteria

or the application of IMRT (75), and one study has exhaus-
ively compared various IMRT strategies (48). In that study,
MRT was found to reduce the exposure from standard 3D
lans by up to 50%. The weaknesses of the study were the
se of CT-based imaging and application of an empiric rule
1.0 cm above the urethrogram apex) to define the apex.
pplication of the rule may have overestimated the prostate

xtent in some and underestimated it in others. The authors
resent the D50 and D5 doses for the CC and PB, along with
D5 to the most proximal segment of the CC and PB. The
alues are presented as Gy delivered in an 81 Gy course. We
ave calculated the same parameters for the current study,
nd the comparison is presented in Table 2.

The resultant dose to the CC is lower in the current series
elative to the IMRT series, even for the superior Tomo6X
MRT strategy. This is due to the profound separation of
rostate and CC in a subset of our patients. The wide range
f values in the current series is reflected in the larger
tandard deviation for all structures. The lower standard
eviation in the IMRT series was likely due to a relatively
xed spacing between the target and erectile tissues, be-
ause of application of the 1.0-cm rule. Application of the
.0-cm rule may have underestimated the prostate target in
ome patients (In our series, 2 patients had a prostate to PB
istance of less than 1.0 cm), resulting in a lower average
xposure to the PB at the expense of target coverage.

These data argue that imaging is as or more important
han application of IMRT in sparing erectile tissues without
oss of target coverage. Based on the study by Sethi et al.
48), however, there is strong evidence that results in the
urrent series could be improved by the use of IMRT (study
n progress) and that both imaging and IMRT will be
ecessary to optimally spare erectile tissues. In a separate
tudy, impotence was correlated with dose to the PB (36,
7). For those that received 40 Gy or less to 70% of the PB,
here was a greater likelihood of potency preservation than
or those that received 70 Gy to 70% of the PB. In the
urrent study, the dose to 70% of the PB was 9.7 (4.7) Gy
or an 80 Gy course, far below the potency preservation
hreshold value.

The unique aspect of the study without reference in the
urrent literature is the definition of the IPA. Including the

PA in planning considerations was considered necessary in
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iew of its importance in the literature from noncancer
atients (43, 44). Narrowing of this vessel is the most
ommon cause of impotence in the general population, and
t is conceivable that radiation may contribute to this pro-
ess. The literature on the late effects of radiation on larger
rteries is retrospective, and interpretation is complicated by
omorbidity, which may contribute to atherosclerosis (49–
3). Despite the limitations of these studies, there are well-
efined pathologic changes and clinically significant vascu-
ar sequelae postradiation. Implied in this literature is a

Fig. 5. Change in levator ani at the prostate apex. (a)
(hourglass) below the prostate.
ell-established late effect on capillaries and arterioles, t
hich is manifest earlier than the effect on larger arteries. In
his context, it is notable that the IPA is a long and narrow
essel with a variable angle turn, which may be particularly
ulnerable to the late effects of radiation. There are no
tudies to correlate dose to the IPA and impotence, so
efining its relative importance will require long follow-up
f the current study.
Although MRI angiogram proved useful in defining the

essel, it adds time and complexity to treatment planning.
fter review of multiple correlations, it became clear that

ve shape (supporting the prostate). (b) Convex shape
Conca
he IPA can be defined on a combination of MRI T2 axial
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nd coronal scans. In fact, in a fraction of patients, the
erminal IPA was not defined by the MRI angiogram but
as defined on the coronal T2 MRI scan. There was con-

iderable variation in artery diameter on angiogram; how-
ver, that proved to be a useful complement to vessel
ocation as defined on axial T2 MRI. Conceivably, patients
ith fully patent vessels by angiogram may be far less likely

o develop impotence than those with limited patency. We
id not include impotent patients or patients with profound
rectile dysfunction in the current study. Therefore, no
orrelation between erectile dysfunction and MRI angio-
ram patency was possible. However, in the nonradiation
herapy literature, correlation of IPA occlusion and erectile
ysfunction is well established. We were also unable to
orrelate degree of potency with the partial occlusion noted
n the study patients, because of sample size, but this com-
arison will be possible with expansion of the study. Fol-
ow-up angiograms may allow correlation of dose and ath-
rosclerotic narrowing, because most patients had one
egment of the IPA with greater dose. A subset of patients
ad near exclusion of the terminal IPA and CC but high
ose to the proximal IPA. Such patients may develop im-
otence later, because of proximal IPA narrowing rather
han CC and distal IPA effects. Thus, a noninvasive serial
PA angiogram may provide a useful model for the study of
he late radiation effects on small arteries.

We conclude that formal definition of the IPA course by
2 axial MRI or MRI angio is critical to test the hypothesis

hat vascular damage is the critical determinant of postra-
iation impotence. The argument has been made that if the
pex is properly defined, and the prostate is expanded to the
inimum degree appropriate to address organ motion and
umor biology, maximum potency sparing will be realized. s
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